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Abstract

This pa2er :he real arid cover:v status of United States children

.

:r. :he I 39,.-..,s zompareci to :he ch'idren :n : ozner nauons. :n,..ua,ng. Europe. Scandinavia. Canada.

and Australia We f.nd that Arnerican low-income children h'.ive lower real spendable income than

do comparable children in almost every other nation studiej. In contrast, high income United States

children are far better off than are their counterparts in other nations. We also rind persistently high

child poverty rates in the United States compared with other nations. Demographic factors and the

effectiveness of tax and transfer policies in reducing, child poverty are also explored. The paper

concludes with a discussion of results and their policy implications.



I. Introduction

Both pc-, e :7.c7easezi :he Unite.-1 States since the

amo-: B. the standar:: United States z'hild pc.. erty has

steidilv since :he irs ari has co---ued to nse to in the 19C.s The zuestion is whether

these most recent increases :71 child poverty have been endemic in the rest of :he industrial

economies or whether they a.-e unique to the United States Cross-national comparisons of economic

well-being are usei for 1ea7ning how one natiori is alike or different from other comparable

nations, because countries which face similar economic and demographic issues may use different

policy instruments to address these issues and may have very different outcomes. We have visited

this topic before (Srneedincg and Torrey, 1988; Forster, 1994; Smeeding, 1992; Rainwater and

Smeeding, 1994) and found that the United States has much higher child poverty rates than do other .

high-income countries In this 7aper we ex-tend this work and more generally address the real living

standards of United States c'rildren in a comparative context from the 1970s to the 1990s.

This paper compares ti-le economic well-being of children in the I9SOs and 1990s in IS

countries. 14 in E.:rope (A..:s:ria. Belgium. Denmark. Finland, France, Germany. Ireland. Italy.

Luxembourg. Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom) and four

elsewhere (Australia. Canada. Israel and the United States). The analysis is based on the

Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) database (Srneedin, Rainwater and O'Higgins, 1990; LIS Users

Guide, 1995).

The plan of the paper is straightforward. We begin by identifying the terms and concepts

that we use in the paper under the heading measurement issues. In the third section we examine

cross-national differences in real living levels. Most people who want to know about child poverty

are interested in children's "real incomes" (purchasing parity adjusted spendable income) as well



as their re:at:\ e .7c% statt:s Ard so e consider :he real standa:d of livina of .A.rnetican children

:e and :ov, incorne le% e:s as co:int:sat-ea' to their counterpar:s in other countries

17. 7:7. f :he :acer e\arnine els and trends in child pover:v over the

1907-13 time sp2..n We a:so in%estio.ate :he role of demographic forces in explaining the

differences in po% e:-.. (children in 1-Ao-parent and single-parent families), and the role of market

income and income transfers :71 preventing child poverty These analyses offer the first glimpse of

child poverty in the 1990s as seen from the perspective of the Luxembourg Income Study database.

The final section swrsnarizes our results and their policy implications.

Measurement Issues

Economic well-being refers to the material resources available to households.' The concern

with these resources is not -vith consumption per se but rather with the capabilities they Clive

household members to participate in their societies (Sen, 1992). These capabilities are inputs to

social activities and. participation in these activities produces a given level of well-being (Rainwater,

1990; Coleman and Rainwater. 197S)

All advanced industrial societies are highly stratified socially. Some individuals have more

resource's than others. The oppornmities for social participation are vitally affected by the resources

that the family disposes particularly in nations i the United States where there is heavy reliance

on the market to purpose such social goods as health care, education and child care services

(Rainwater, 1974). Money income is the central resource in these societies. But there are still other

important kinds of resources such as social capital (Coleman, 1988) and noncash benefits.

1We use the terms household and family interchangeably. Our formal unit of aggregation
is the householdall persons living together and sharing the same housing facilitiesin almost all
nations. In Sweden and Can icia the "household" refers to a more narrow definition of the "family"
unit.

8



3

oaoer. 'Ae are ,:cr:cemed mone:. income Detai:ed comparase

evs:s in,:o7ne. on :2xes an,-1 on cer:ain kinds of :ransfers Ahisfh ha% e a

zashl:ke znarac-.er. exa=le a::oAance: or fce assistance or food stamcs.. for the IS

nal:ens hich \.e w rr.eszieate Uafor.unately v.e cannot take into account the major in-kind

benefits which are available in mos: countriesfor example. health care, day care and preschool.

general subsidies to housing and. :he like To the extent that the level and distribution of these

resources is different in different countries our analysis of money income must be treated with some

caution. However, they would be unlikely to change the conclusions reached in this paper. In fact,

they may even exacerbate :hem. (See Smeeding, et al, 1993 for an analysis that includes these

benefits 1

Income and Needs

Families differ not only in terms of resources but also in terms of their needs. We take the

differing needs becase of household size and the head's stage in the life course into account by

adjustina income for fami. size esinu an equivalence scale The adjustment for household size is

desianed to account for the different requirements families of different sizes have for participating

in society at a given level. Different equivalence scales will yield different distributions of well-

being. Several studies in Europe. the United States and Australia point to an equivalence scale which

implies rather dramatic economies of scale in the conversion of money incomes to social

participation among families with children (Buhmann, et al, 1988, Bradbury, 1989; Rainwater,

1990). Analysis of some of these surveys also suggests that there are important variations in need

as a function of the head of the household's age.

Drawing on these studies we have used an equivalence scale which defines need as the

product of the cube root of family size multiplied by a factor which sees need as increasing rouehly



ear :.07 :o :he rn:c.: an,'- :hen .-lecreasinQ a: :he sarre rate Hence. we

a:en: :71.2:me :he

=
4 45

That is. equivalent income (ET) is defined as an individual's family disposable income (Y) divided

by :he product of the cube 7,-.`ot of the family's size (5) and .99 compounded by the number of years

difference between :ne head's age (A) and 45 The reader should keep in mind that ali money

income estimates in :ne paper are based on adjusted or equivalent income calculated according to

the above formula.

Having_ defined equivalent income in this way we determine the median of all individuals

in each country.. We then examine the distribution of incomes of households with children in

relation to the median for ail individuals. In this analysis we tabulate the percentage of children who

have given characteristics. not the percentage of families with children. In technical terms, our

calculations are weighted by the number of children in each family

Real Incomes

We beri the analys:s with an examination of the real incomes of children. Here we define

children as persons under age 18. While we use a relative poverty line standard-50 percent of

median equivalent disposable incometo calculate poverty rates, we are also concerned with

absolute or real levels of ci-dld well-beina. In order to investigate this issue, we have converted the.

median incomes of all persons in each country fo units of equal purchasing power in the same year

using information found in the Penn World table for that year (Summers and Heston, 1991). After

converting all incomes to real incomes we analyze our national differences by expressing national

amounts as a pe:c.ent of the United States median for all persons in the year of the survey. This

gives us the living standards for middle-income childrenthe 20 percent of children whose income

are around the median (10 percent of them below and 10 percent above). We also present results
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for eacn s median .o,A-Incorne v:ne rr.ed:an of :he 2: 7er,:en: ":ne ir,come)

and median znild :ne of tne 2.2 oeroen: t'ne 'aignes: income)

Po% erty Rates and .Anti-Pos erry Programs

Turning to pover:\ rates. '.e examine results for three groups(. al ail children. (13) children

in two parent families and (31 children in families headed by a solo mc-her or lone parent. This

zroup is defined as a family headed by a single mother who is not currently living, as marriedthere

may or may not be other adults in the familybut who has children under 18 living in the

household. Our poverty measure is relative: the percent of children living in households with

income below half of the national median in line with a well-established theoretical perspective on

poverty (Sen. 1992. Townsend. 1979). Such a measure is now commonly calculated by the

European Commission (Hagenaars et al., 1994), by the OECD (FOrster, 1993) and by other

international groups

The official United States government poverty estimates differ from ours because they are

based on gross (pre-tax but post-transfer) money income and on an absolute poverty measure

developed in the early 196C.s. The United States poverty line at that time was about half of median

income, but fell to 40 percent of the median by the mid-1980s.: The method of counting income

(disposable income including tax benefits from the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) or near cash

benefits from food stamps) and poverty (relative to the national median) used in this paper are much

closer to the recent National Academy of Sciences recommendations for income and poverty

measurement (Citro and Michael, 1995) than is the current method used by the United States

aovernment..

2The United States measures can be found in U.S. Bureau of the Census (1995). Previous
LIS-based research using a 40 percent of median cutoff and different equivalence scales, has resulted
in the same results that are shown in Section IV (see Smeeding, 1992; FOrster, 1993)
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We a:so exarn.ne the tixes and :7ansfers e:1-be!7:1 Firs:. %N.e

es-r-ate :ne percent of ::".,:o7res be o.. h,lf of adiusted median disposable income

based on :heir adjus:ed mar., instomes Nlar:e: incomes. or tge-aoN.emmen: incomes, include all

forms of earninizs waces and salaries and self-employment income) plus capital income.

occupational pension beneE:s. and private transfers such as child support In short, market incomes

include evervthini2 but g_overinment transfers and taxes. Second. we make the same estimate based

on their after-tax and transfer incomes (defined as post-government or disposable income). Such

a comparison tells the reader how universal benefits, social insurance, and "welfare" programsthe

social safety nethelp prevent child poverty. It also tells us how the tax system, including negative

taxes such as refundable child tax credits and the United States' EITC, help raise the incomes of

some families relative to others

Database

The database used to ca.:7-y out this analysis is the Lux-ernbourg Income Study (1.1S1 database

which now contains information on child poverty for 25 nations in 65 databases covering_ the 1967

to 1993 period (LIS User Guide. 1995) Because of the recent addition of the 1990s data to LIS, and

the addition of several new nations (e.g.., Denmark, Finland) we are now able to analyze both the

level and trend in poverty and low incomes for a considerable period. Appendix Table 1 gives the

years of data available from LIS. with the nations and years used in this study given in bold. As LIS

continues to add datasets an even more complete picture of the comparative well-being of United

States children will emerge. For now, these data will give us the first glimpse at child poverty in

the 1990s.

BES I WE' Y LL



III. Real Leels of Li% ing

wc-:d .econornic at least in zieveloped zounti-ies) is mos:

onuciall% a the 17-1:-;:'.1CIL:a.'s e position the distribution of income. real levels of

living are also important in corripanng income and well-being Interest in real income goes beyond

the situation of poor chi!drenin comparative studies one also wants to know about the real

standard of living of average and well-off children as well.

Comparisons of real gross domestic product and aggregate consumption often show that the

United States has the "highest standard of living" among major modern nations. Thus, the question

of whether this state of affairs extends to measures of after-tax adjusted disposable income arises.

While the purchasin g. power parities (PPPs) used to make such adjustments are based on differences

in consumption patterns arnong nations, they are designed to be used with macroeconomic concepts:

aggregate output (GDP) and agcregate consumption as defined by national and international income

accountants. Cross-national differences in types of "consumption" which are tax financed versus

hoUsehold expenditure financed 2.:e not taken into account. Because countries differ in the way that

they finance such goods as health care and education, and because they differ in the extent to which

specific types of consumption are tax subsidized, e.g , owned versus rented housing, the PPPs used

here are less than ideal for adjusting disposable income for control over resources across countries.

Yet they are the best tool we have to make such comparisons. The "real incomes" measures below

should therefore be seen as measures of net spendable income rather than measures of total

consumption for children, the lar2est difference between the two concepts being goods ard services

such as health care, day care, and education which are provided at different prices in different

nations.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 address this issue (also see Table 1, columns 4, 5 and 6, on which Figures

1, 2 and 3, respectively, are based). We present here the results for the most recent LIS data point

BEST COPY AVM ABLE
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eich com:are :he real s2e7.;.laoe ,s±:s-,:csa.o;e1 :ncomes of weii--,:T..ave.racze and lo,.v

:ncome chcren :he L._::e4 cllildren in 1- other nal:ons The

.-k-me:-:can c a Terson flmik had a farnii% income of Sl;4.o.-5

In fac:. .--Vmehcan cl-ildren who are in families in the upper 20 precent of the income

distribution do very well indeed (Figure l They have much higher standards of living as measured

by real spendable income than do similarly situated children in all countries, with only Switzerland

and Canada being within 20 percent of the United States level. Scandinaviae.g., Denmark,

Swedenhas high income children who live in families with three-quarters the income of the

average American child. The only nations whose -rich- children live in households with incomes

which are less than .50 percent of that found in the United States are Israeli and Irish children. Given

that Israel and Ireland have. by far. the lowest overall real standards of living of the nations observed

here, this is to be expected.

Focusing on children in the middle 20 percent (Figure 2) we find that only in Denmark and

in Canada are children as we:l off as are American children, although Swedish and Swiss children

are almost as well off. The average child in Belgium, Germany, Norway and Finland is only 90

percent as well off, and 80 percent or less as well off in countries like Austria, Italy, France. On the

other hand, in only three countries is the average child less than three-quarters as well-off as in the

United Statesthe United Kinadom at 72 percent, Israel at 52 percent and Ireland at 43 percent.

At the lower end of the distribution we find a very different and surprising picture. Both

national (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1995) and international (see next section) evidence suagests

3For the statistically inclined, we examine the lowest, middle and highest quintiles of
children. We present the income of the average child in each group (that is the 10th, 50th and 90th
percentile point) for each countryadjusted in real dollars for the year of the national survey using
the Penn World tablesas a ratio to the comparable percentile point in the United States
distribution. See notes to Table 1 for a more complete explanation of how the comparisons were
made.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1,1
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TABLE 1. RATIO OF LONA,. MIDDLE AND HIGH LNCOME CHILDREN'S REAL
DiCOME TO UNITED STATES MEDIA.N ENCOME Di 1991

Country (Near)

Ratio to United State. Median Ratio to Comparable United States Children

Lo..est :0 Middle 20 Hioheit 20

Percent Percent Percent

III i2) (.3.1

Lowest 20 Middle 20 Hi2hest 20

Percent Percent Percent

141

: .

1S4 .1'

Ausira:ia s',..
, 1 -; - __ .

1 : -1:z 8 I'15 1 - .

8-. 4'; 7.
-!: ^

.,..1 '.3(.

Eiel:r.arn ..92 4S 1 SI ,:., :36 3 152.5 9: S -- i- .

Canada (91 3-; 4 SS 3 162 C 125 9 100 2 85.7

Denmark ..91 . 49 8 . 90 133 6 157.8 192 8 70 7

Fand ("91; 4c, 9 -S S 121.1 158.2 89 4 64 1

_
r rance ,84'; 3- 5 -.'.- 3 129 3 118 9

_ . _ 68.4

. g ,-- -9.2: Germany (IS9 .. 14-) D 139.6 89 .6 -9 2

Ireland ::87. :9 3 3- 9 78 4 61 1 43 0 =1 5

Israel 86) 22 - 46 1 96 1 -2 1 52.3 51 0

Ita:y (91!
, - -36 2 76.3 , 114 9 -; -_ _ 6- 6

Luxzimbour.s.: 85.1 4-: -.. : S 1.1j. 4 1=0 6 53 -6 4

! The Nether:a1s i9 : -11 -.) -3 5 122.9 132.8 833 65 0

Nor.vay (91 , 47 S -9 2 126 4 151.7 89 9 66.9

Sweden (92) 54.3 36 5 133.1 1-2 0 98.1 70.5

Switzerland (8.2)
i

5= 3 ,R.-: -
! - - :

171.6 172.1 97.2 90.8

Untzed Kin2dom i.86) 31 4 63 8 126.7 105 8 72 3 67 0

Note. Table to be read as follows:
Columns 1-3: Given that in Australia the median real income of all persons is 82.7 percent of the United States

median in 1991 and that the Ausu-alian child median is 93.0 percent of the overall Australian median and that

the 10th percentile point (the middle child in the lower 20 percent) for children's income is 43.2 percent of the

median of all Australian children, the average low income Australian child has a real spendable equivalent

income equal to .827 * .930 432 of the United States overall median equivalent income-this amount is equal

to 33.2 percent.
Columns 4-6 The ratio of low-income Australian children's equivalent income to that of low-income United

States children is equal to 33.2131.5-this is 105 3 percent. !

The Penn World tables used to make these conversions automatically adjust for national changes in consumer

prices, thus making all comparisons in terms of United States dollars in the year of the survey in each nation.

Source. Luxembourg Income Study

1"J



:ha: :he To% ra:e Lr..:ed on:Idren is in :he nel:nbornood of 2.: percent We compare the

real spendaO:e incornes of:he poor .krner.can onildthe one at the median of die bottom 20

Percent---wi:n :na: of t:arae inccrne onl:dren in other countries in Ficaire 3 We

immediatek see that in six coLntnes low income cilildren have real standards of living at least 50

percent higher that in the United StatesSwitzerland, Sweden, Finland. Denmark. Belgium and

Norway And in four other count:ies (Germany. Luxembourg, Netherlands, and Austria) low income

children are at least 30 percent better off than in the United States. Only in Israel and Irelandthe

two nations with the lowest GDP per capita of those studieddo low income children have a lower

real standard of living than do children in the United States.

In other words. while :he United States has a higher real level of income that most of our

comparison countries it is the high and middle income children who reap the benefits (and much

more the former than the latter ). Low income American children suffer in both absolute and relative

terms. The average low income child in the other 17 countries is at least one-third better off than is

the average low-income Arne7ican child (see also Table 1)

IV. Evidence on Child Poverty: Level and Trend

We shift now to measures of relative income within each country to examine both the level

and trend in child poverty across the 18 developed nations for which we have data In order to have

really solid evidence on patterns of change in these measures it would be desirable to have multiple

observations over several decades for a large number of nations. Unfortunately a database with data

for several countries over long periods of time does not yet exist. However, LIS has made efforts

to bring in earlier datasets from the later 1960s and 1970, s and also to pursue continual updating of

datasets to the later 1980s and early 1990s to provide a better data base for determining trends as

well as levels of poverty in advanced nations.

1



Ta Pie 2 prc..-..j.es \ ra:es. livino

households '.vIth rcces beiov, hai of :he median " We ha% e split the estinia:es into six periods.

Pefore :z-s- lc,co-1,S.S. and 19So, or later FOr 14 nations. we

have obser%,ations for child po% erty at tiAo or more points in time (although in some cases the time

lapse is short) For eight of these countries we have observations at three points in time. and four

or five points for a :ew We must therefore interpret changes in a verv tentative way We have

included the nations we have in three groupings. A. United States; B: Western Europe and C: Other

Developed Nations.

Level of Poverty

Table 2 and Figure -1 s'mmarize the most recent year for which child poverty estimates are

available for each na:ion. Child poverty rates throughout Western Europe are below 10 percent,

with the exception of 12.0 percent in Ireland, also the poorest nation in real terms, of the Western

European nations obser-ved here And in the other Western nations, most recent child poverty rates

range from 11 1 percent in Israel to 14.0 percent in Australia. Clearly the United States rate of 21.5

percent stands out as the largest percentage of children in poverty among the nations observed here

(Figure 1).5

'While we have not performed sensitivity tests for poverty rates at 40, 50, or 60 percent of
median or for different equivalence scales, previous LIS-based research has demonstrated the
robustness of our child poverty results for a wide range of poverty measures and equivalence scales
(FOrster, 1994; Smeeding. 1992).

5L1S datasets not used in this comparison include those for Russia, a set of transition
countries of Central Europe (Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovak Republic), and the Republic of
China/Taiwan. All of these nations have child poverty rates below 15 percent of median income
when child poverty is measured in this same way.



FIGURE 4
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'Poverty is defined as percer ,:..:H:dren living in families with adjusted disposable incomes less than
50 percent of adjusted median inc r all persons Income includes all transfers and tax benefits.

byear for each estimate is rnc %ear in Table 1.
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Trend

The IzS:s as no: a beh-.cd ::: n:zh. :he 7e!a::ve ezonornic A ell-being of children in any of

:hese count:7es was ::::-eat:\ in countries. ther-e a7e hints of impi-oN.en-ient fi-om the

19-Os throuoh the 19SOs to the l99Os (see Canada and SVeden in Table 2).. But overall we have a

picture of either stability or deterioration in the childi.-m.s economic well-beina In the United

States. Israel. and the United Kinadom there is a clear trend toward a worsenin g. situation for

children, thouah the most recent poverty rate for the United States suaaests a levelina off of the

previous increases. The 1990s results for Israel and the United Kingdom are not yet available. Over

an 18 year period. from 1969 to 1986. the child poverty rate increased from 5.3 percent to 9.9

percent in the United Kinadorn and in the United States from 13.1 percent to 22.9 percent, before

fallina to 21.5 percent in 1991 In Israel, too, there was a deterioration during the first half of the

1980s. All of the Scandinavian countries have been able to have kept child poverty below five

percent, and many other Europe= nations keep it in the 5 to 6 percent ranae over the 1980s and into

the 1990s.5

It needs to be emphas:zed that levels and trends in child poverty rates do not simply mirror

levels and chanaes in overall income inequality in these nations. While the United States has the

highest level of inequality among the nations observed here, Switzerland ranks third in overall

inequality but very low in terms of child poverty (Gottschalk and Smeeding, 1995, Fiaure 3). And

while patterns of increasing income inequality in the United States and in the 'United Kingdom are

correlated with their rising child poverty rates over the longer term, the timing of increases in each

nation are quite different. Inequality in the United States has continued to increase from the middle

6Note that in both Germany and the Netherlands the data sets used in earlier periods are
different from those used in later periods. Thus, the observed trend to higher poverty rates in these
nations may be attributed to different datasets, not to true increases in child poverty. Moreover, at
he worst, both of these nations have child poverty rates in the six percent range.

AVAILABLE
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T -03LE 2. LEVEL AND TREND LN CHILD POVERTY RATES:' 196%1992

7ation

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 i Period 4 Period 5 Period 6

\ ear lifSune. < 19-1 19-2-19-5 ; 19-6-1981 1 1982-1985 1986-1988 089--

-_: 5

Wes: E.41:57e

-, : 3 8

2 9
, 5 -_

, D---rnark 8. 92 5 3 3 3

France '9. 84 6 3 6.5

Germany (West., 73. S. 83,84. S9 1 4 0 3 2 4854 6 8

I Ireland S" 12 0

:talv Ss. 9: I
10 8 9.6

Luxembour2 85 4 1 .

The Netherlands . 83. 8" 91'
,

5
-

_ 3.6 16 2

Nor.vav "9, 86. 91 3 8 3.8 4.6

Sweden 6". 5. 81. S". 92 -; ;_ _ 1.9 3 9 3 ::.
-, --

Switzerland s: 3 3

. Uni:ed Kinsdsrn ;9. "-I. "9. 86 5 3 7.0 8 5 9 9

C. Other.

Australia 82, 86, 90 14.0 13.1 14.0

Canada 71,75,81,87.91 13 2 14.6 13.9 13 6 13.5

Israel 79, 86 8.2 11 1

'Poverty is defined as percentage of children livinz in households with adjusted disposable minus less than 50 percent of

median adjusted disposable income for all persons. Income includes all transfers and tax benefits.

bThe slash (/) for Germany indicates that the German Survey for 1973-1983 is different from that for 1984 and 1989,

hence one cannot denve overall trend estimates from 1973 through 1989 from these figures.

'The slash (/) for The Netherlands indicates that the survey for 1983 and 1987 differs from the 1991 survey, hence one

cannot derive trend estimates for 1983-1991 from these figures.

Source. Luxembourg Income Study.
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throu,:h :he s he cnild h.as remained constant or has t'alien bv ()Ur

sure o%er this sahne \Ian\ nations o-se:-..ed here have sustained lar..ze increases in

inedualit% the -4S:s .:har.e in er:v. e . Sweden and Australia

(Gottschalk and Srneedins.z. Tables 5 and 0.)

Az the \,..ery leas: :hese multiple year observations sugszest that the finding, from the various

LIS datasets are not aril-acts of particular years of our samples. We tind that the countries that have

low poverty rates in our latest samples have low rates in the earlier periods as well. Those with

middling_ rates are in the middle earlier and the higher rate countries are higher in early periods.

Differences. Between Two-Parent and Solo-Mother Families

A child's chances of being poor in the United States differs dramatically depending on

whether he or she lives in a one or two parent family (Table 3). A child in a two-parent United

States family has only about a 1 I percent chance of being poor as compared to a 60 percent chance

if the child lives wit'n a lone parent who is a mother. In fact. in all countries studied, one's chance

of being poor in a one-parent tr.:Ther family is much higher than in two parent families.

Because so few children in most countries live in solo mother families the difference across

countries in the percent of children living in solo mother families has little to do with the difference

in total child poverty rates. Only in the cases of Australia, Canada, and the United States would total

poverty rates be noticeably lower if the proportion of solo mother families was the averne for these

17. countries. In other counties with greater than 10 percent of children in solo mother families

(Denmark, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom), the poverty rates for single parent children are close

enough to couples rates to not make a great deal of difference in the overall poverty rate. And

demography is clearly not destiny; children in solo mother families in Denmark, Finland (7 percent

poverty rate) and Sweden (5 percent poverty rate) do better than children in two parent families in

many of the nations studied.

i3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 3. POVERn RATES FOR CHILDREN BY FAMILY TYPE'

Children in Children in Single

1-%%0-Parent Parent. Solo Percent of Children in

Countn 'Year All Children F.tmilNs Mother Farad.' Solo Mother Families"

: 2: 4 59 5
I

,
Aust.-al:a 9.- , i 5r.-; 2 : 4

t

; i-3e:,:-........m ..',:. 3 5 -, -

:.) ::._ _ '- 50 2. 11 4

t

!

Denmark (91 3 3 2 5 7 3 14.3

, ,

1 Eriland 1.9: ) z.- ._;1 9 - 9.5

: ::-ance .84 4 z.- - 5 _), 22.6 6 5

1

1 Ge:-.7...anY . '3; 5 5 -. -2 9 i, 9 9

I Ireland 1.87) 10.5 40 5 5.3

g

israel .86' . 10.3 27.5 5 1

ltav91 1 , .-, --- 9 5 13.9 4 4

I LUN: ..-_':-:':E o ur 0. S 5 i 1 A 10 0 6.8

e Nethe7lands , 91 . . _ 3 1 39 5 8 a

Norway .,9 1 ) 4 .:: 1.9 18.4 15 4

Sweden (9' ) ,
,

- -- -, ,
... .- 5.2 14.6

Switzerland (82) 3 3 1 0 25.6 6.9

United Kingdom (861 9 9 8 4 1S.'' 13 0

'Poverty is defined as in Table 2
bChild poverty rates in two-paren: families are for those children living in situations where there are only two

adults who are married, or are living together as married.
'Single parent/solo mother families are children living in those situations where one female adult resides in the

household. Other adults (e.g., older children) may also occupy the residence.
°Because some children live in other types of situations, e.g., in multiple family unit households or in lone

father units, the weighted averages of children in solo mother and two-parent households do not add to the "all

children" total.
Source Luxembourg Income Study database.
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CPrnpar:n:.: :h.e pc% eh:-. 7:1:es 0:s ,:h:ldren in pai-ent families and in solo mother families

we note a g.roup cf ,:pun:hles w-ith :ow rates for Poth tyPesSN.keden. Finland. Belgium.

De=ark_ arIC: has child cove:-:,.. rates in solo mother hey.veen

rou,thiv 20 and 4: percent t zoers a wide ranc'e of rates in two parent familiesGeriany.

Switzerland. and Nor-way ha% e quite low two parent rates France has a middling rate and Israel,

Italy. and the United Kingdom higher rates for children in two-parent households.

The combination or-difference in the poverry rates of children in two parent compared to solo

mother families and the smaller differences in the percentage of children who live in solo mother

families has an important effect on the family type composition of the poor.7 In five countries more

than half of poor children live in solo mother familiesthe United States, Australia. Germany,

Switzerland, and Norway wit:: Canada coming close at around 40 percent. At the other extreme,

fewer than 15 percent of poor children are in solo mother families in the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy,

and Israel. Children in solo mother families make up between 15 and 30 percent of the poor in

Luxembourg, Ireland. France. :he United Kingdom, and Sweden Thus, the rate or 5=!minization of

poverty varies dramatically across these countries baSed on both the poverty rate for children in

single parent units and on the percentage of children living in each type of unit.

In summary. 1 of every 8 American children is a poor child living with a solo mother. Fewer

than 1 in 100 children are in the same situation in Sweden, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Italy,

Finland, and Belaium. In the United States 1 very 10 children is a poor child living in a two

parent family and this ratio is not too different in three other countriesIreland, Israel, and Italy.

In contrast, the ratio is about 1 in 50 in Finland, Germany, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland.

'The figures on the demographic composition of poor children are not shown but are
available from the authors
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The Role of Market Income and Income Transfers

W1lat are :e rz,:es 7na:-.?;e: :ncome and transfers in proc:uc:ng the 'Aide rance in child

po% er:y' o v,na: extent in :he 2.i.-sence of transfers' Figures 5 through

plot :he pre-government (market) income poverty rates of children (that is. poverty rates based on

income fi-om earnings and assets and before taxes and transfersincluding private transfers) against

child poveny rates based on post-government (after tax and transfer or disposable) income Figure 7

shows the figures for all children. but because the levels of poverty are so different for children

living with two parents versus those living with a solo mother, the two patterns are shown separately

in figures 5 and 6.8 Because the all children figure disguises the separate impacts of one and two

parent parents on child pover:y, we turn to them first.

Two-Parent Units For children in two parent families we find a wide range in pre-

government income poveny rates which can be summarized as follows: below 5 percent:

Germany, Norway, Switze7land. between 5 percent and 10 percent: Finland. Luxembourg, the

Netherlands: between 10 pe7cen: and 20 percent: Australia, Belgium. Canada, Denmark, Italy,

Sweden. United States, and ove: 20 percent: France. Ireland, Israel. and the United Kingdom.

There is similarly a wide range in the degree to which market income poverty rates are

reduced by transfers. The lines in the figure radiating from the origin indicate the extent of poverty

reduction(none, for no reduction) 25 percent, 50 percent, and 70 percent. In three countries

transfers reduce the poverty of children in two-parent families by 10 percent to 33

percentAustralia, Italy, and the US. In nine countries, the reduction ranges from a little below half

to not quite two-thirds. Finally, in five countries the reductions are three-quarter or more Finland,

Belgium, France, Sweden, and Denmark.

8The pre- and post-government poverty rates on which Figures 5, 6, and 7 are based are
shown in Appendix Table A-2.
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PRE- AND POST-GOVERNMENT POVERTY RATES:
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Notes: See Appendix Table A-2 for numerical coofdinates of each country point.
* = percentage reduction from pre-government poverty to post-government poverty.

Source: Luxembourg Income Study.



The :s tna: t.r.e e\hreme:,. :ok market :n.:brne based poverb.. rates for children in

Nor-Aay and -.:%%.1-..2er:a.nc: re redl.:bect to an e..er: cr rates tn., sizovernment prolzrarhs. and :he three

count:hes '.7:7. 5 to : = percent rnark-et :ncorne Pased tr::. rates lind their disposable income rates

reduced to beiCA T.,,erzen, For the rest of the count:hes there is an even greater deal of movement.

Beurn has a higher market Ihcome pover:y rate than :he other countries in group C. but it transfers

produce a very lo v. disposabie income rate of less than 5 percent. The shiri for Canada is not as

dramatic, but still considerabie compared to the United States or Italy or Australia.

There are also differences in the disposable income poverty rates among the countries with

the highest market rates (above 20 percent). French children in two-parent families improve their

situation a great deal through transfers. and children in the United Kingdom and Ireland improve

more than those in Israel

Solo-Parent Units Next, Figure 6 shows that the antipoverty affect of transfers for

children in solo mother fami:ies is quite different from that of two-parent families. The pre-

government poverty rates in a:: countries are very high. Only four have rates below 50 percent and

two have rates close to SO percent. Market income poverty rates for children in one-parent families

are as follows: between 33 percent and 45 percent: Switzerland, Italy, Finland. Germany; between

55 percent and 62 percent: Luxembourg, Belgium, France, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany,

Israel; between 68 percent and 73 percent: Canada, United States, Australia; Ireland; and between

70 percent and 80 percent: Netherlands, United Kingdom.

The antipoverty effect of transfers varies more widely across the countries in this case than

for children in two-parent units. While only three counties had reductions in two-parent poverty of

75 percent or more, we find that much reduction for solo mothers' children in six countries.

However, there are also more countries with rates of poverty reduction around 25 percent or less for

mother-only than for two-parent families.

,iFST coPY AVA1LABLE
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FIGURE 6.

PRE- AND POST-GOVERNMENT POVERTY RATES:
CHILDREN EN SOLO MO I ELER FAMILEES

None
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Notes: See Appendix Table A-2 for numerical coofdinates of each country point.
* = percentage reduction from pre-government poverty to post-government poveri

Source: Luxembourg Income Study.
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The 7e.SL.T. :7: :he 7i-o7or:lor. c:crer. 7:loved cu: of :ransfers

:s a ve:-. e ranze income ra:es

12.0 \ ernment rates 1.:no:ei- ranceL' across a faii-Iv rans2e of market income ratessee

Finland, Denmark. BeIgi.,:m. 1.:xembourg. and Sweden. We find greater di\ ersity in market rates

for the six countries witn disposable income rates ranging from 14 percent ( Italy) to 27 percent

(Israel). Switzerland and Italy are among the nations with the lowest market based rates, Norway.

France, and Israel are in the middle, and the United Kingdom has a high pre-government income

based poverty rate for children in solo mother families. Disposable income poverty for children in

mother-only families tends to 'De highest in those countries where the antipoverty reduction is only

around 25 percent. The correlation between market income based poverty and disposable income

based poverty among children. in solo mother families is only 0.40, much less than the 0.73 rate for

children living with r.vo parents

All Children The picture for all children combines the two groups, along with children

living in other circumstances e (2., multi-family households and single-paren: units headed by a

man). We immediately see tnat the range of pre-government poverty rates is much less for all

children than for the two separate groups. Other than Switzerland and Germany, all nations have

pre-government child poverty rates that range from 12 percent to 30 percent, indicating that broadly

similar child poverty problems face most advanced national governments. What differs is national

governments' abilities to address these problems. The rate of poverty reduction is only about 25

percent in the United States, Australia, Italy, Germany, and Switzerland. It is 75 percent or greater

in France, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, and Finland. Some nations with high child poverty rates

based on market income are able to use taxes and transfers quite effectively to reduce child poverty.

These include France. Ireland, and the United Kingdom. Australia, Canada, and Israel have middle-

range child poverty rates in terms of market income and reasonable rates of decline from tax and
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PRE- AND POST-GOVERNMENT POVERTY RATES:
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Source: Luxembourg Income Study.
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;roc-7ns C ':er na::ons ra:es below 20 percent

:0 7ej.....:ce :'nose ra:es :o 1: :.s.erzen: or !owe:-

O erall Spending Patterns

These findir.as corre!a:e ell %ith overall cash social expenditures on the nonaaed as a

percent of GDP in 1985 (or 1990,91) as shown in Fiaure S Low transfer societies (Australia, Italy,

United States) produce lesser reductions in child poverty in any aiven year than do hiah transfer

societies (Scandinavia. Northern Europe). Nations that have manaaed to produce a downward trend

in child poverty are either those that spend a lot (e.a.. Sweden) or those whose spending has

increased throuah the 1980s (e g., Canada).9

Transfer Income Packages

insiaht into .r.ow poor families escape poverty will come from examining most particularly

the income packaaes of families who are at highest risk of poverty. Because we define the poverty

line as 50 percent o::he equivalent median, by definition, half of families have equivalent incomes

above twice the pover-ty line We consider those individuals with disposable incomes below the

median to be at risk of poverty. The income-packaaina institutions of each countty determine the

share of this half of the population who in fact end up with incomes below the poverty line. Based

on figures not shown here, transfers to two-parent families amount to more than 25 percent of

median income (50 percent of the poverty line) in Sweden and Ireland, and to more than 20 percent

in the United Kingdom, Belgium, Finland, and France.1° At the other extreme, transfers amount to

around 10 percent or less in Australia, Luxembourg, Norway, the US, Italy, and Switzerland. As

Germany, Norway and Switzerland demonstrate, full employment at adequate wages can produce

'Because they are not OECD countries, Switzerland and Israel are not shown in Figure 8
OECD information on Ireland and Austria was not available.

10These figures can be obtained from the authors.
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. ,

.ow chld pose.., ...a_ Ke. ...us .essehina :ne bercentaze ot incomes. made ',ID

by ti-ansfers How e..er. :7 soc:e::es %yth her nonembiovirent and low %%aces. tax and transfer

benerits are needed :o reduce child To% et-:\ to acceptable levels for :wo-parent families wi:h

children

As one shou:d expec:. averaze transfers to solo-motherfamilies at risk of poverty comprise

a z-eater share of their disposable income than is the case for two-parent families. In four countries

they amount to 40 percent or more of median equivalent income (or 80 percent of the poverty

line)the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Sweden. and Luxembourgand are almost that high

in Ireland and Belgium. A: the low end we find Switzerland. the United States, Italy, Finland,

Germany. and Canada less than 25 percent of disposable incomes for at risk solo parent

families coming, from transfers.

Summary

The estimates of market and disposable income poverty presented at the end of this section

add factual evidence and e\planation to the pattern of poverty rates found in the initial tables (2

and 3) in this section of :he paper. Despite the wide variation in level and trend of child poverty

across the 18 nations studied here, Almost all national governments face substantial numbers of

children who would be poor without government tax and transfer policy intervention. Some mix

market income and transfers more effectively than do others. And children livirm with single

parents always do less well than children living with both parents. Most societies provide a mix of

tax and transfer benefits that, when coupled with market earnings, reduce child poverty to very low

levels. But not all nations do so well. In particular, the overall high rate of both pre- and post-

government poverty in the United States is troubling.
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V. Summary of Results. Policy Implications and Conclusions

The results 7,7er Ln:tec. S:,:es -income cniiciren ha% e a lo..er real

:he:: c erras:n almos: other nat:on ie This real income

deficit is mirrored in our hign relative r.,oer-tv rates. and in our low and falling social expenditure

le els (Figure 8) Because our measure of poverty is much closer to that recently recommended by

the National Academy of Sciences than to the "otliciar United States poverty measures used by the

federal government (e.g.., U.S Bureau of Census. 1995) we were able to chart the impacts of two

of the most effective anti-poverty devices for children in the United States, food stamps and the

EITC. Between 1986 and 1991. we observed a modest decline in relative child poverty in the United

States from 22 9 percent to 21 5 percent. because of increases in spending for food stamps and the

EITC over this period, and a:so because of the higher zero bracket amount and personal tax

exemptions which emerged from the Tax Reform Act of 1986." These findings emerged despite

the overall decline in United States spending for social programs for the nonaged noted in Table 8,

and widening overall income inequality in the United States over this same period.

In contrast to our low-Lncome children, our high-income children are better off than their

counterparts in every nation st-udied. The wide variance in child well-being found in the United

States mirrors the high level of overall income inequality in our nation. This pattern is not found

in other nations. While their inequality is less than in the United States, children living in families

at the bottom of the distribution enjoy living standards which are significantly above those found

for similar children in the United States, even in nations where overall income inequality has

increased during the 1980s.

"In contrast, the official United States government figures, which do not count these
programs, indicate child poverty rates of 20.5 percent in 1986 and 21.8 percent in 1991 (U.S. Bureau
of the Census, 1995, Table D-5, page D-17).
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Policy Implications

Cornrhon ch:ehs fac.e all of :he na:ions

20

The social. ecor.ornic. and

ernocra-:h.:c forces 'A.:I:cr. are proceilir,c hich Uni:eC S:a:es chiid ;..o% env are affecting the parents

of children ill each nation sa;clied here to a greater or lesser ex-tent Divorce, out-of-wedlock births,

and single-parent families are growina in every nation studied. Similarly, the labor force

participation of womenboth spouses and single parentsare rising rapidly in every nation studied

here (Smeedina, Rainwater and Danziaer, 1995). These forces may have important neaative effects

on children which can produce hiah market income based poverty rates and which need to be

addressed by social policy

What is uncommon a.:::out the United States is its relatively poor response to the problems

which these social forces have produced. While social policy in Europe, Scandinavia, and even

Canada.. has worked hard to keep child poverty low, or to reduce it further (e. R., Blank and Hanratty.

1992; Commission of the Eiropean Community, 1993. 1994), the United States is soundina a social

policy retreat. While there is -.%:::espread aareement that all parents with school-age children should

work in the marketplace. anzi :hat welfare should be reformed, there is little or no aareement how

to help parents find a g.00d job and even less agreement on how to help them keep a job once they

have found it. Unlike the other nations shown here, there is much less in the way of public support

for both working and nonworking, parents in the United States than is found in other nations. Two

examples help illustrate this dilemma, child allowances and guaranteed child support for single

parents.

Every nation studied here has some form of child or family allowance save the United States.

While the U.S. House of Representatives has passed an additional $500 per child tax credit for

"middle income" children, this will provide zero help to the one-third of United States children who

live in families with little or no federal income tax liability. For about the same cost as the added
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S5:(2 per ehm.r.a:e :ne federal persona: :ncorne :1\ .-ieduction for

:er crej.i: for all .:hildren. regardless of :heir

parents ncorne le.. el cucri c'nange cou:d benef.: !ow income children

Both divorce and sirive parenthood are high in :he United States, and have been rising at an

even more rapid pace in Europe than in the United States While 23 percent of all United States

families with children were headed by a single parent in 1990. as compared to 9 percent in 1960,

these rates have uown from about the same 9 percent base in 1960 to 15 percent in Canada and the

Netherlands. 13 percent in France and Sweden, and 14 percent in Germany, all by 1990

(McClanahan and Sandefur, 1994, Table 14) Many of these nations also face the same problem that

the United States faces with respect to lack of payment of child support by the absent father. The

European reaction has been to institute a minimum auaranteed level of child support to sinale

mothers (and fathers) in cases where the absent parent cannot or will not pay child support. This

guaranteed income allows a single parent to be able to czo out and find a job, keep a job, pay for

some portion of subsidized c.n.ild care and otherwise substitute for the lack of a panner who can

share work and cEd rearing. responsibilities. Such programs as these are sometimes restricted to

mothers who have legitimate child support orders but are not being paid, and are not terribly

generous, e.g , guaranteeing annual support on the level of S1500 per child. But they do provide a

reasonable minimum level of support for the children involved once combined with work and related

programs (e.g., child allowances, food stamps, and the EITC). The cost of such a program in the

United States has been estimated to be $10 to 15 billion, and much less if the program helps single

mothers to go to work and to become independent of the welfare system (Kim, Garfinkel and

Meyers, 1994). If we want low-income mothers to go to work, we must find ways to reward work

and, for single mothers, ways to provide the support that the absent parent cannot, or will not,

provide.
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These :'.o l'70Crams--c'r.:::: allowances and c-uaranteed child succortare oniv two

exarnbies of how the T:r.::ed .-"states can learn fi-orn other rxions Bet there is no one simzle mazic

bullet by which eve7. hanciles :he .7roblem of child ^oertv Moreover. other nations can

learn from :he United States as well The EITC is a uniquely American invention which helps make

\\.ork pav by tarieting assistance to low wa2e families. Other nations such as the United Rn2dom

and Australia are enactina their own forms of the EITC And food stamps are another uniquely

American pro2ram which is effective and worthy of consideration by other nations. The point we

are making_ is a simple one every nation fiahts child poverty in its own way, America included. The

difference is that every other nation has produced better results in fi2htinzt child poverty than has

the United States.

Conclusion

All nations bectin with the issue of preventing severe poverty and disadvanta2e for at-risk

children. The major difference we note is that other nations are able to produce lower levels of child

poverty than in the United States. It follows that child poverty is neither intractable nor intransigent.

The United States had an eider poverty problem in 1970 which it markedly reduced through

increased social security spendin2 and greater efforts on the part of the a2ed to save and invest. It

now has a child poverty problem which produces an intolerably low real standard of living for a

large number of American children. Our high-income children do very well in real terms compared

to similar children in other nations. No one wants to take away these advantages for which the

parents of these children work long and hard. What is needed is a reasonable response to the real

needs of low-income American children. And as other nations have shown, there is an answer that

we can find if we have the national will to face up to the sobering facts presented in this paper.
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APPENDLN TABLE A-1. LIS DATABASE LIST. COUNTRN7AND YEAR'
.bold entries are included in this paperl

Countr% Hktorical Databases N.% a% e II N as e nr

1986 1994)

1987

F'el.inurn 1985 1988;1992

I :901.* 1993*

Car.ada 19-1 19-5 1981 198- 1991

Czech

Denmark 1987 1992

Finland 19S1 1987 1991

France
J

1979 1984 1959*'1990*

Germany' 19-3 1978 1981 83 1984 19891992*

1-1.unga.r... :98' 1991

1reian,1 1987

Israel 19-9 1987

' Italy 198:* 1986 1991

i Luxembourg ' 1985 1991*

! The Netherlands ' : 98 : 1983 1987 1991

19-9 1986 1991

198.6 l :2

R 0 C -Tx:A an 19NI 1986 1991

Russia :99'

Slovak Repubhc 1992

Spain 1980-81* 1990-91*

Sweden 1968 1975 1981 1987 1992

Switzerland 1982 1992*

uiuted Kingdom 1969 1974 1979 1986 1991*11993*

United States 1971 1975 1979 1986 1991

'We are also in negotiation Y.-..th Korea (1993), Mexico (1990), Portugal (1980,1989), and South

Africa (1993) Japan and New Zealand are unable or unwilling to join at this time.
LTrance has an income survey (1979,1984,1990*) and a budget survey (1989*).
'Germany has three different databases: an income and expenditure survey (1973,1978,1983), a

transfer income survey (1981). and three cross-sections from the socio-economic panel (1984,1989*,
1991")

Will be available in 1995, year given is reference year, not necessarily the year that the data were

collected.

Source. Luxembourg Income Study
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APPENDLX TABLE A-2

CHILD POVERTY RATES BEFORE AND AFTER GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS'

Nation

Pre-Goernment Child Poert Rates Post-Gosernment Child Poerty Rates

All Two-Parent Solo All

Children Households Mothers Children
Two-Parent Solo

Households Mothers

. ASS9 : 6 1: 5
_

., _ 14 ')
- 56.2

BE92 -;
.

-_ _ 13 1 5!: 3 8 3 2 10 0

CN91 :2.5 14 9 68.2 13 i
._

.i. 50.2

DK92 I :5 0 10.6 45 0 3 3 2.5 7.3

F191 1 , ;
!

8 6 36 3 2 5 1 9 7 5

1

FR84 I :5 4 :2 8 56.4 6 5 5.4 22 5

_ _GE89 ;9 0 - 43 9 6.8 2.3 4 1

:

28 0 72 6 12.0 10.5 40.5

IS86 1 :3 9 ! " 6 61.3 11 1 10.3 :7 3

IT91 .
;

. _ 10 6 31.- 9.6 9 5 13 9

1.X85 . 8 4 55 4 1 3 -.' 10 0

N191
1 . =

_ -9 6 2 3 1 39.5

NW91 : 2 9 -I 4 57 a 4.6 1.9 18.4

SW92 :9.1 12.3 54.9 2.7 _1 ._, 5.2

SZ82 5 1 1 9 33.7 3.3 1.0 25.6

1.51(86 29 6 22 1 76.2 9 9 8 4 18 7

US91 25.9 1 13.9 69.9 21.5 11.1 59.5

'Figures 5, 6, and are based on these estimates.

bGovernment progams include income and payroll taxes and all types of government cash and nearcash

transfers.
Source: Luxembourg Income Study estimates.
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